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Session III – User relevant aspects - Arctic Shipping 
 
Shipping operations predictions requirements 
 
 
  

 Context 
 

 
Facilitating knowledge and data exchange between industry and 
academia is one of the five overarching themes of the recently established 
Arctic Economic Council. The Council has been initiated by the Arctic Council 
based on the Kiruna Declaration in 2013 during the following chair period of 
Canada, which was completed last April.  
 
Furthermore, one of the key business areas on the focus of the Arctic 
Economic Council is maritime transportation. These support Canada’s chair 
program, which included safe arctic shipping and they also support the newly 
established US chair program with the Arctic Ocean as one of the focus areas. 
 
These focus areas, safe arctic shipping and Arctic Ocean safety require, 
that the shippers are able to predict their forthcoming operational conditions 
well in advance. 
 
To fulfill this need especially during the era of the climate change, an 
increased loop of improving the data exchange between industry and 
academia is required. Therefore, I am grateful of this opportunity to work 
together and let me express my sincerest thanks to the organizers and to all of 
you, distinguished colleagues. 
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          Discussion 

 
What are the prediction requirements of arctic shippers? What types of need 
exist? What kind of tools should be developed? 
 
The arctic shipping activities are based upon 

• needs of local communities 
• developments of extraction of natural resources 
• international transportation 

 
 
Let me proved you an example from Finland: 
 
After a mild winter in 2009, I requested the Finnish Meteorological Institute: 
“What kind of weather and ice coverage are we going to get next winter? Will 
it be cold with lots of ice or warm with a lot of open water?”  There was no 
answer. 
 
But FMI started to have a look into this challenging question in a scientifical 
manner. The winter was harsh and difficult for the sea transportation and 
icebreaking operations. Some vessels had to wait for assistance for several 
days. 
 
The first draft for a seasonal forecast for next winter was delivered next 
autumn, 2010.  
 
Simultaneously, we were analyzing the need for our fleet renewal on a long 
term perspective. There were even some assumptions in the general 
discussions, that icebreaker capacity could be reduced due to global warming 
and the expectations of increasing temperatures. On the contrary, the new 
developments open up new operational opportunities and the demand will 
increase, not diminish. 
 
The average age of Arctia’s icebreaker fleet is approximately thirty years. The 
lifespan of an icebreaker can be as long as thirty to fifty years. This means, 
that we have to foresee the developments in our operational areas, namely 
the Baltic Sea, the Arctic and the Antarctic even until 2060’ as one of the main 
variables of our fleet renewal plan. 
 
We deepened our co-operation with FMI further and their experts conducted a 
comprehensive research on the expected developments on different areas of 
the Baltic Sea decadally until 2050. The research was based on the different 
scenarios of the CO2 emission reductions, where the expected average 
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temperature increase is varying from two to six degrees Celsius during the 
next one hundred years. The research ended up on a “consensus” conclusion, 
that the ice coverage and the thickness of ice on the Baltic would be reduced 
approximately by 20-30% by 2050. 
 
However, the development of ice thickness and coverage are only partial 
elements in analyzing the future ice operation needs. Simultaneously, the 
traffic network and system, amount and use of ports and  traffic politics are 
important variables. In the context of the environmental conditions, the winds 
and currents are also significant factors because of their affect on the 
movements of ice fields and ice packs. On the Quark area on The Gulf of 
Bothnia, the ice packs can be ice thick as fifteen meters. 
 
We have also discussed our needs also in the WMO’s executive council 2011 
in their conference organized by FMI and again in WMO*s regional 
conference in Helsinki in 2013.  
 
Stepping into a shorter timescale there are also good developments in the 
seasonal forecastings provided by FMI to Arctia.  For three seasons now, we 
have tested forecasting for the whole icebreaking season from  November to 
May. This is done on a monthly basis, where the forecast gave insights for the 
remaining  time of the icebreaking period. This forecast is used in our 
resource management and operative planning.  
 
The weekly forecasting system has been in place already for a couple of 
years, where we receive specialized forecasts for the next 0-4 weeks for each 
operational area. For this purpose, there is a dedicated software system, 
which is used by the icebreaker management and the officers of the vessels. 
On top of the temperature and wind developments, ice field movements and 
compression, ice thickness and area forecasting are provided. 
 
Going further down into the weather and ice situation “online” we use a 
management system, where we have combined the operational plans and 
reports, traffic situation and weather and ice information. This system is known 
as the “Icebreaker Net” or IBNet and it provides satellite and radar pictures of 
the ice fields, information on the ice movements, temperatures, sea water 
level etc. A new generation of this management system will be launched by 
the end of 2015 as a part of the TEN-T programme. 
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What can we learn and how can we use and make benefit of these 
developments on a wider context, namely the arctic area? Arctia’s vessels 
operate in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas in Alaska and we also use the 
Northern Sea Route and possibly the Northwest Passage as well. 
 
An example of the changes in the conditions happened 2012. Due to an arctic 
storm a huge area of ice was released from the arctic fast ice and it floated to 
the area of operation in the Chukchi Sea.  The forecasting systems played a 
significant role in the decision-making, and the operation was interrupted. Next 
winters, 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 have been very cold on the Great Lakes 
areas and it has been estimated that losses close to 1 bn CAD have been 
suffered by industries due to vessels being beset in ice. 
 
There has been a loaded expectation on increased maritime activity on arctic 
waters. However the increase has remained modest and in some areas we 
have actually experienced a decrease during the past 1-2 years. These 
include the international use of the Northern Sea Route and shipping tourism  
in certain areas. Despite of these, a modestly growing trend is still – but yet – 
to be expected throughout the forthcoming years and decades. 
  
Combining the expected increase in the activity and safe arctic shipping 
means new needs for more and more accurate and developed weather and 
ice forecasting services. There are additional elements and the huge 
geographical variability must be taken into account. For instance, the average 
reduction of ice thickness and coverage on the areas of the Northwest 
Passage has only been less than a half compared to the total average 
reduction of the arctic ice. 
 
Both the Baltic and the Arctic areas have a vulnerable nature, flora and fauna. 
Therefore, safe and secure operations are a must and predictive risk 
management is essential. 

 
The business sector must work very dynamically in the current rapidly-
changing world. It expects that its partners are able to respond to the 
dynamics very rapidly. The interaction and communication between the 
research community and business sector must be fostered.  
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Prediction and forecasting elements 
 

There are various element areas needed by industry. These include 
 

I) Ice forecasting 
a. thickness 
b. area 
c. age 
d. salinity 
e. ice movements 
f. compression 
g. ridging 
h. icebergs and berg bits and their movements 

 
II) Weather forecasting 

a. temperatures 
b. winds 
c. spraying – structural ice forming 
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Prediction timescales – recommendations to conclude 
 

Now, let us conclude by looking into recommendations based on the needs of 
the shipping community. We will summarize the basis for the different types of 
required predictions: 

 
I) Decadal forecasts - ship design and building, fleet planning and 

ship model defining 
II) Seasonal forecasts – Fleet and crewing planning and 

management 
III) Monthly forecasts – Fleet usage and operational area defining 
IV) Daily forecasts – Appointing the correct fleet, preparation and 

decision making on the risk of exceptional situations 
V) “On-line” – information – Operational decision making 

 
 

A final additional recommendation: Let us make use of the rapidly developing 
microsatellite technology, which will provide us new levels of frequency and 
accuracy already within the next couple of years. I encourage you to look into 
a Finnish project namely the “Iceye” on www.iceye.org. 
 
With these conclusions let me just make a final point, that reliable weather and 
ice reporting services are of utmost importance for arctic shipping operations.  
 
Their role in our long-, midterm- and daily planning is essential. This is an 
interactive journey, which is conducted together to fulfill the Arctic Council’s 
and IMO’s topic of safe arctic shipping. 

 
 

 
  

http://www.iceye.org/
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